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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study was to ascertain whether or not the K-Reactor safety computers could
calculate primarily false positive, but also false negative, and “on-scale” misleading fiel assembly
average effluent temperatures (AETs) due to relatively large temperature changes in or flooding of
the -34’ elevation isothermal box during a LOCNLOPA. The isothermal box is the common, non-
zero degrees Celsius, cold reference junction for all the 2,400 nominal fuel flow channel monitor
pin (MP) thermocouples (TC). This study also addressed the failure modes of the TCS and
resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) and their associated analog processing electronics due to
LOPA flooding, and how the safety computers would react to these faihrres.

A false positive indication, here temperature, is one that is presented “on-scale” on the Central
Control Room (CCR) output indicating device and thus, the indication may appear reasonable or
normal, when in fact it is, and should be presented as “off-scale” low. A false negative reading is
the inverse of the false positive reading.

The safety and control computers continuously monitor the D20 process water effluent -
temperatures using type J (iron-constantan) thermocouples mounted inside each of the 2,400 MPs
located in the bottom of each flow channel. The safety and control computers monitor/input the
analog processed MP millivolt outputs fkom the four coolant flow channels associated with each
fuel assembly, and then computes the average temperature of the the four channels to yield the AET
for that one fuel assembly. This process is repeated for all 600 nominal fuel assemblies. The real-
time AET information is then used for reactor safety, e.g.,shutdown, and also for real-time reactor
control [1].

Six RTDs are attached to the isothermal box to monitor and transmit the actual refmence, i.e., cold
junction temperature information to the RTD analog and digital processing electronic systems, so
that corrections (also caUed compensations) can be made, within limitation, to the MP TC voltages.
This compensation will allow the MP temperatures to be referenced to zero (0) degrees Celsius
where the type J TC calibration equations are calibrated and validated.

This study simulated the safety/control computers using the AET calculational process for one
monitor pin by calculating a compensated MP temperature value based on a known typical process
water MP temperature and a range of isothermal box simulation temperatures.

For this study, the safety computer simulation results will be referred to as Ml? temperature instead
of AET. This is because AET values are the average of four MP TC voltage values from each fuel
assembly, whereas the simulations carried out in this work were for a single MP, and hence, are
not averaged values. Therefore, to avoid confusion regarding this averaging process, the reader
should understand that MP temperature as used herein is a measure of the same parameter, i.e.,
fuel assembly effluent temperature, as AET.

The safety and coniml computers receive and process MP TC and RTD voltage values to calculate,
utilize and annunciate AETs. The processes performed by both computer systems use essentially
the same methodology. However, because the primary purpose of this work was to examine the
potential for CCR operators to receive misleading AET indications under LOCA and LOPA
conditions, the computer aspects of this study were mostly limited to the safety computer treatment
of the TC and RTD voltages. It is anticipated that the results of this work that relate to the safety
computers are applicable to the reactor control computers as well.
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2.0

2.1

This

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

ASSUMPTIONS

section lists the assumptionsused in the analysis and the computersimulationcode.

2.1.1 The ANSI Standml J thermocouple calibration coefficients are sufficiently accurate
to calculate the simulated uncompensated millivolt output from the M.P type J
themmcouple.

2.1.2 The electrical resistance shunting effects from the terminal strips (’RI) to ground
associated with the thermocouple and RTD systems are negligible.

2.1.3 The analog front processing electronics for the RTD system is comprised of a
WheatStone Bridge, incorporating the RTD as one leg, and a high input impedance
differential voltage amplifler front end, such as an instrumentation amplifier. (The
other three legs of the bridge use 100 ohm precision resistors.)

2.1.4 The worst case electrical conductivity of the CWS flood water mixed with ECS
polyborate water is 1,000 micromhos/cm.

2.1.5 The front end analog processing electronics for the NIP TC and RTD uses a Bw
Brown instrumentation amplifkr for both the safety and control computers.

2.2 Actual Process to Determine MP Temperatures

The K-Reactor safety computers calculate the compensated, or actual, AETs using the data flow
diagram (DFD) shown in Fig. D2.1-1 [2].

The MP iron-constantan (Type J) thermocouple (TC) develops an output range of tens of
millivolts, over its useful, Oto 100 degrees Celsius temperature spsn. The K-Reactor MP process
produces an uncompensated potential difference (PD) between the hot and cold (reference)
junctions because the cold junction reference temperature is not at zero degrees Celsius. The PD is
non-linearly proportional to the temperature difference between the NW hot junction and the
isothermal box cold reference temperature (which is not at zero degrees Celsius). The
uncompensated J TC millivoltage is then processed with an analog instrumentation ampliiler (1A)
to produce a full scale voltage output which is compatible with the computer’s analog to digitaI
converter (ADC). The amplified TC voltage value is then digitally scaled with other analog
reference voltages and processed by the safety computers.

The analog outputs born the R’Ills, MV~, are analog processed using an IA front end which
inputs the output from a Whetstone Bridge (Assumption 2.1.3) to an ADC. ‘Rte digital equivalent
of the processed RTD voltage is also digitally scaled identically as the TC voltage. Eq. Al-l is
used by the safety computer compensation process to produce a scaled RTD millivoltage value,
MVR~J,which is referenced to a J TC at zero degrees Celsius [2].



The digitally scaled TC and compensated RTD voltage values are added to produce a compensated
digital voltage value which is a function of actual MP temperature, now referenced to zero degrees
Celsius(*C).

The safety computers then use the inverse ANSI Standard J thermocouple equation, i.e., Tz =
f(~comp), W* TZ k thetemmme (refmnced to zero (Z) degrees Celsius), to compute the
NIP temperature referenced to zero degrees Celsius. The inverse J TC equation immediately
follows [3],

T~eWcom = 0.024377 + 19.7842*(Vco~) - 0.193689* (VcomPA2)
+ 0.00775686*(VcomPA3) (2.2-1)

TZ = Tsafetycom (2.2-2)

where

T~evcomk tie monitor pin temptw (referenced to degrees C) as calculated by the
safety computers (oC).

Vcomp is the the sum of the J TC voltage and the RTD compensated voltage (rev).
Vcomp represents the TC voltage that would exist if the isothermal box reference
temperature was at a temperatm of exactly zero (melting ice) degrees Celsius.

2.3 Computer Simulation Process for MP Temperatures

Figure D.2.2-1, is the data flow diagram (DFD) of the computer process used to simulate the
K-Reactor safety computer process of determiningg MP tempemmues.

The fwst steps beginning with Tnd in Fig. D.2.2-1 have been shown to be equivalent to the
following RTD millivolt output, referenced to the J TC, according to the following equation [2],

W’tdcomp = A + B*(Tref) + C*(Tr#2) (2.3-1)

where

~~com is the compensation value generated by a RTD in a Whetstone Bridge, as a
?fiction o the isothermal box reference temperature, which is refkmnced to mm degrees

Celsius (rev).

A, B, and C are polynomial curve fit coefficients, which have the following respective
values: -0.000232315,0.050447, 0.0000255605 (mv/”C).

It is fortuitous that Equation 2.3-1 was available because the authors were not able to obtain the
raw uncompensated SRS RTD calibration equations, i.e., MVrtd, as a function of temperature
(referenced to zero degrees Celsius), so that the MVR~J equation A. I-l (used by the safety
computers) could not be used
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The uncompensated J TC millivolt output (MVjtc) as a function of temperature can be calculated
using the ANSI millivolt versus ternpemture cahbration equation, which is presented in Eq. A.2- 1.

The compensated RTD millivolt output and the uncompensated J TC output are then added to
produce a simulated and compensated J TC millivolt output Vcmp The digital scale factors were
not necessary in the simulation because they are constants for both the RTD and the J TC output
IniUivolts.

The compensated J TC millivolt value, VcOmPis then inputted into the inverse, ANSI Standard J
TC temperature versus millivolt polynomial equation (Eq. 2.2-1) to produce the J TC compensated
(to zero degrees Celsius) “best-estimate” NIP temperature, TZ.

2.4 Some Potential J TC Fault Effects

Figure 2.4-1 shows one of the actual front-end electronic diagrams for the control computer MP
TC. This study assumed (see Assumption 2.1.5) that the analog IA front end electronics is also
used for the safety computers..

Figure 2.4-2 is a simplified circuit diagram for the front-end analog electronic processing circuitry
for the the raw J TCS millivolt outputs. The raw J TC millivolt floating output voltage signal is
inputted into an (IA). The IA is a low DC!drift/noise, differential amplifier which has a low
ilequency, very high common mode rejection ratio (CMRR), very large input impedance at both of
its inputs, and variable voltage gain solid state device [4,5]. The IA is specifically designed to
accept low level floating differential signals, and its low output impedance, i.e.,voltage output, is
compatible with almost all standard off-the-shelf analog electronic devices, such as voltage
comparators.

An analytical estimate of the minimum equivalent shunting resistance across the flooded terminal
strip (TS) (Fig. 2.4-2), connected to the TC outputs (and its associated front end analog
electronics), for a range of flood water conductivities of 100 to 1,000 micromho/cm was calculated
to range from about 1,000 to 10,000 ohms, respectively [61.

The effect of this shunt resistor on the analog processing electronics can be seen by referring to
Fig. 2.4-2. The voltage applied to the IA (neglecting the effects of the equivalent shunting
resistances to ground from the TS) is equal to the millivoltage division of the floating TC
millivoltage, Vjtc, across the TC wire lead resistance and the equivalent shunt resistance presented
to the front end of the IA, which has an 80K ohm resistor connected to its floating differential
voltage front end. This effect is negligible even with the highest (worst case 1,000
michromho/cm) electrical conductivity water, with its estimated TS shunt resistance of 10,000
ohms [q.

2.5 Some Potential RTD Fault Effects

Figure 2.5-1 shows the simplified assumed (see Assumption 2.1.3) circuit diagram for the fkont
end analog electronic processing of the raw RTD voltages, which produces the actual voltage
signals for the isothermal (TC cold junction) reference box. The RTD was assumed to be
incorporated into a Wheatstone Bridge. As the temperature increases, the RTD resistance (100
ohms nominal) non-linearly increases [7]. This causes the bridge output differential millivoltage to
increase, which in turn is buffered and amplifkd by the IA, or an equivalent processing
electronics, to produce a voltage output, with respect to analog ground, i.e., zero volts, compatible
with an ADC input voltage spm
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The values of equivalent shunting resistance aCKXSthe flooded terminal strip (and neglecting the
other shunt resistances, see Assumption 2.1-2), will cause the equivalent resistance in the
Wheatstone Bridge to decrease-refer to Fig. 2.5-L ‘Ilk decrease in resistance will unbalance the
bridge circuit [5].

The equation for the instantaneous and S1OW1Yvving floating DC millivohage output of the
WheatStone Bridge can be shown to be,

Vbridge = VRef~ ‘(VRef *lW)/(Rrtd~ + 100) (2.5-1)

= VRef *( ().5 - 100/(R~~ + 100))

where

V~d e is the bridge !niUivoltage output which is inputted into the instrumentation
damp” er (1A) (rev).

VRef is the stable reference ~ voltage applied across the bridge circuit (v). VRef
typically ranges from +12v to +15v, with respect to analog ground.

100 is the assumed nominal resistance of the RTD, and is also the precision
resistance values of other three legs of the bridge (ohms).

R~w is the parallel equivalent resistance of R~ and the shunt resistance given by
(R~(shunt resistance)/(Rrtd + shunt resistance) (ohms). See Figure 2.5-1.

If R* is exactly equal to 100 ohms, then the bridge output voltage will be exactly, or very close
to, zero volts [7]. Because the equivalent R~, i.e., the parallel combination of R~ and the water
shunt resistance is less than 100 ohms (Fig. 2.5-1), then simple inequality theory operating on
equation 2.5-1 will demonstrate that Vbridge is less than zero, i.e., negative with respect to O
volts. This negative DC voltage will also be manifested as an amplified and maximum negative DC
voltage at the output of the IA.

The safety computers will detect and process the negative compensation voltage, MVRTDJ,to
compensate Mvj~ to yield the MP temperature to determine if this MP temperature is within the
range of 4 to 175 oCelsius [1].

3.0 RESULTS

This section lists the msuks of the computer isothermal&x temperature vaiiation simulation (3.1),
and also the flooding effects (3.2) on the TC and RTD and their associated front end analog
processing electronics.

3.1 Simulation of Potential False Positive/Negative MP Temperature Values

Computer simulations of the compensated MP temperature calculational process performed by the

8



This simulation followed the methodology described in Section 2.3 using Equation A.2- 1 to
calculate the uncompensated J TC millivolt output, MVjtc, as a function of temperature, and the
RTD compensation millivolt output, MV~comP, as a function of the isothermal box reference
temperature using Eq. 2.3-1. The sum of the values of these two equations, VcomPwere then
input to the inverse ANSI Standard J TC relationship given in Eq. 2.2-1 to yield the compensated
MP temperatures, TZ over a 40 ‘C range of isothermal box reference temperatures.

The results of the simulation calculations found, that over an isothermal box temperature range
from 20 to 60 oC, the estimated MP temperature varied from 88.85 to 88.70, respectively,
compared to a known actual MP temperature of 90.0 oC. The lowest NIP temperature value found
was 88.47 at approximately 40 oC. This shows that large variations in isothermal box
temperatures yield small calculated variations in compensated NIP temperatures.

3.2 Effects of Flooded TS Associated with the TC and RTD Temperature Systems

As discussed in Section 2.4, flooding the TC terminal strips produces negligible changes to the
voltages, MVjw, input to its associated analog electronic processing circuitry regardless of the
flood water conductivity.

However, as discussed in Section 2.5, substantial changes result in the RTD analog processed
output voltages, MV~, when the RTD terminal strips are flooded. Over a range from 100 to
1,000 micromho/cm of shunting CWS flood water, which corresponds to a range horn 1,000 to
10,000 ohms [6], respectively, the values of MVrtd ranged from -0.357 to -0.0373 volts,
respectively, using Eq. 2.5-1, where Vref is assumed to be +15 vDC. Assuming a minimal closed
loop voltage gain of the instrumentation amplifier of 100, the -0.037 v value yields a calculated MP
temperature of- 1.00 oC at an isothermal box temperature of 20 oC using the simulator code. As
the value of MV~ declines from -0.0375 as a function of increasing flood water conductivity, the
estimated MP temperature becomes more negative. As the isothermal box teference temperature
increases above 20 OC, the estimated MP temperature becomes more negative for the same fled
water conductivity.

Because the safety computer checks the calculated compensated MP temperature against an
acceptance criterion temperature range of 4 to 175 OCusing a reasonableness test (miniium value,
maximum value, maximum change in one minute and maximum allowable sensor millivoh
difference). The negative temperature valuea calculated by the safety computer will be rejected and
reported as an offline alarm [8].

4.0. CONCLUSIONS

4.1 Potential False Positive/Negative Safety Computer MP Temperatures

Computer simulations verified that the safety computers accurately compensate for relatively large
changes in isothermal box temperatures. NOpositive or negative false temperatures are produced
in the compensation process for the MP J TC as a function of isothermal box reference
temperature.

9
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4.2 Effects of Flooding the TC and RTD TS on th~ Indicated MP Temperature.

Based on flood water conductivity ranging from 100 to 1,000 micromho/cm, a flooded RTD
texminal strip will yield a negative voltage out of the RTD front end processing analog electronics.
This negative voltage will be detected, processed and annunciated by the safety computers as an
error message.

Wetting of the RTDs is only expected to occur if the isothermal box, which is located in the -40’
elevation Pin Room, becomes flooded because wiring penetrations that could lead to internal
wetting of the isothermal box are sealed to protect against sprays. Hence, the ordy DBA that is
expected to cause wetting of the RTDs is a LOPA, and this would probably occur within the fmt
eight to ten minutes of the event. Because ECS throttling is no longer a CCR procedural step in
responding to a LOPA, per ACC Procedure MC-6, reliable fuel assembly effluent temperature
readings to guide throttling operations are no longer required. However, it is reassuring to know
as a result of this study that wetting of the RTDs during a LOPA would not lead to false fuel
effluent temperature indications that would cause the operators to change the accident response
configuration of the plant in such away that the plant condition would be degraded even further.

Even though the RTDs should not be wetted during a LOCA, it is certainly possible for the spray-
proof scalings of this isothermal box penetrations to leak, and thereby cause failure of the RTDs.
Because ECS throttling during a LOCA is such a crucial aspect of the accident management
response to a LOCA, false fuel assembly effluent temperature indications could cause the CCR
operators to be misled during their ECS throttling procedure, and a a consequence, create a more
sever accident condition than would otherwise exist. This possibility will be avoided as a result of
the safety computers reporting an error message if the isothermal box internal become wetted as
opposed to reporting false temperatures.

10
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6.0 APPENDICES

APPENDIX A. Input Data

This appendix contains and references the input data that were used in the circuit analysis and the
computer code IMPtemperature simulator.

A.1 Resistance Temperature Detector (RTD) Calibration Data

The K-Reactor RTD safety computer ctibration data were obtained from the SRS Reactor
Engineering Department [9]. Table A. I-l gives these calibration data for four, of the six, RTDs
which are located in the isothermal box and used by the two safety computers. This table lists the
polynomial coefficients for the polynomial curve fit of compensated RTD millivolts vs raw RTD
millivolts, with respect to the junction thermocouples at zero degrees Celsius.

The polynomial has the form [2],

MVR~J = A + B*(MV~ + C*(MV~A2) (Al-l)

where

MVR~J is the compensated millivolt (MV~ output of the RTD, with respect to the type
J (iron-constantan) thermocouple, and referenced to zero degrees Celsius. MVR~J is a
safety computer calculated value (rev).

A, B, and C are the polynomial curve fit coefficients (Table Al-l for four RTDs) obtained
from the SRS raw RTD and J TC calibration data (dimensionless).

MV~ is the raw uncompensated millivolt output from the RTDs, with respect to zero
degrees Celsius. The analog amplified and processed MV~ is inputted into the safety
computer snalog to digital converter (ADCS) (rev).

Ameans raised to the power of (here 2) (dimensionless).

.
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TABLE A.I-l

SAFETY COMPUTERS SRS RTD CALIBRATION COEFFICIENTS

a The one (1) and the two (2), afterthe coxnnuLdenotes used by safety computernumberedone
and tWO.

b A, B, and C coefficients, from Ref. 2, are used in Eq. A.I-l.

A.2 Type J (Iron-Constantan) Thermocouple Calibration Data

The type J (iron-constantan) ANSI Standard polynomial cume fit equation is given by [3],

MVj@ = ~ + al*(T) + a2*(TA2)+ a3*(TA3) (A.2-1)

where

MV”Wis the raw millivolt output of the type J monitor pin (NIP)D20 effluent thermocouple
(T~, with respect to Odegrees Celsius, and produced at a tempemture (T) (rev).

~, al, az, and as are the coeffkients of the ANSI standard polynomial best curve fit
(millivolt/(degree C) (mv~C), and have the respective values ofi 0,5.0372753027E-2,
3.0425491284E-5, and -8.5669750464E-8. E means an exponent of 10.

T is the J TC tempmture, with nxpect to zero (0) degrees (melting ice) Celsiw reference
cold junction (W).

APPENDIX B. Applicable AET Engineering Drawing List

This appendix lists the applicable SRS engineering drawings used in this study.

A. SRS Electronic drawings-

1. S5-1-4409

2. S5-1-441O

B. SRS Isothermal Box drawings-

13



1. S5-1-2445

2. S5-1-4367

3. S5-1-4404

4. S5-1-5406

5. S5-1-6221

6. S5-1-1OO3O

7. W1 14951

8. W133684

9. W141957

APPENDIX C. Computer Program Listing

This section lists the QUICKBASIC computer language code, fdename, AETSIMU.BAS, which
simulates the entire process used to determine the temperature for one MP type J TC.

!NJIcKBAsI~ Comnuter Dq amr W ETSIMU.BAS W

REM
REM

w
REM
REM

This program is used to simulate the effects of the ISOTHERMAL BOX
temperature changes on the average effluent tempemmre (AET) for the
CCR safety and control computers. We are investigating if false positive
or false negative readings can occur--particularily before SCRAM can occur.
False readings due to the air/water temperature changes from a LOCA or LOPA.
This QUICKBASIC code is contained in C:UIASKXQBASICV4ETSIMUL.BAS.

***** ***** ***** ***** *********************************************

This is the main program for the simulation study of the monitor pin (MP) average effluent
temperature (AET) of the exiting D20 near the bottom of the Rx tank core.

l**** ***** ***** ***** *********************************************

l%is next section defines the variableshtrrays that are used in this simulation A, B, C = the R~
SRS obtained calibration coefficients for the four RTDs.
‘I is the index for the total number of isothermal box simulation temperatures
‘.Jis the global index pointer for the RTD calibration input data.
‘JRTD (= J) is the RTDCAL subroutine index pointer to the proper SRS calibration Coefficients
‘Tmp is the constant (for a short time inteml) monitor pin (h@ D20 effluent temperature
(Celsius).
‘Tref is the varying isothermal box (reference junction) known simulation temperatures.
‘Tsafetycom is the safety computer calculated temperature from the compensated millivolts.
‘Vbn&e is the millivolt output of the isothermal box R’ID---with respect to zero degrees C.
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‘Deltatref is the increment for the Tmf isothermal box refenmce temperature.
‘lhot(105) is the array of the 105 isothermal box temperatures.
‘MVMPUC (1053) is the ~ J array of the MP TC uncompensated millivolts for the MP.
‘MVMPCOM (105,5) is the I,J may of the MP TC compensated millivolts for the MP.
‘MVRTD(105, 5) is the LJ array of millivolts (rev) for the RTDs, referenced to zem degrees C.
‘Vcomp is the temperature compensated (comp) millivolt number used by the control/safety
computers.
~********* ***** ***** *********************************************

‘Beginning of the main program which contains all the subroutine calls.

‘ MAIN:

DIM MVMPUC(105, 5), MVMPCOM(105, 5), Tisot(105), MVRTD(6000) ‘Dimension
statement

TMPIN = 90’ constant monitor pin temperature (Celsius) [194 degrees FJ.

Tref = 20’ Initial varying isothermal box temperature

Deltatref =.5

FOR I=1T080

DELTATMP = 90- Tref Calculate the temp. difference across MP TC.

GOSUB MONPNTC’ Read monitor pin TC millivolts

GOSUB RTDTMP’ Calculate RTD compensated (to J T(2) millivolts.

V= Vmp + Vref

Vcomp = V

GOSUB CONTROL’ Calculate the NIPvoltage using K Rx Safety Computer.

PRINT “Tmp, Tisothenrml, Tsafetycom”, TMPIN, Tref, Tsafetycom

FOR JJ = 1 TO 500’ Build in time delay loop to read the output
NEXT JJ

Tref = Tref + Dekatref
NEXT I‘ End of the FOR-NEXT LOOP
STOP
END’ Physical end of the MAIN program.

t********* ***** ***** *********************************************

***** ***** ***** ***** *********************************************

MONPNTC

I SUBROUTINE MONPNTC(Tmp, Vmp)
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‘This subroutine calculates the uncompensated (UC) millivolts for the monitor pin (MP) TC.
‘for a known/fixed average monitor pin temperature. The monitor pin TC uses
‘ an iron-constantan (Type J) TC.

Tmp = DELTATMP

Vmp = .0503727 * (Tmp) + 3.04259E-05 * (Tmp) A2- 8.566975E-08 * (Tmp) A3
RETURN’ This is the physical end of this subroutine.

t********* ***** ***** *********************************************

***** ***** ***** ***** *********************************************

RTDTMR

t SUBROUTINE RTDTMP(l’ref, Vref)

‘Subroutine calculates the millivolt output of the RTD reference temperature, with respect to zero
‘for the isothermal box---for a known isothermal box reference SIMULATION temperature.
Output MV is respect to mm C.

A= -.000232315#

B = .050447

C = .0000255605#

Vref=A+B *(Tref Al)+ C*(Tref A2)

RETURN’ This is the physical end of this subroutine
~********* ***** ***** *********************************************

***** ***** ***** ***** *********************************************

CONTROL
I SUBROUTINE CONTROL(Vcomp, Tcontr)

‘This subroutine calculates the (NIP) temperature as a function of compensated
‘millivolts, in a manner PRECISELY as done in the K Reactor Control/Safety computers.

Tsafetycom = .024377 + 19.7842* Vcomp -. 193689 * (Vcomp) A2 + .0077568W *
(Vcomp) A3

RETURN’ This is the end of this subroutine
$********* ***** ***** *********************************************

f**** ***** ***** ***** *********************************************

RTDCALINNJT

t SUBROUTINE RTDCAL (JRTD, A, B, C)’ This subroutine is not needed, but could be
used in the future.

‘Subroutine where the SRS RTD Calibration Coeffkients Reside
‘The next statement branches to the proper physical location to pick up the proper RTD
‘SRS calibration coefficients, for the four RTDs [obtained horn Judy Maddox Reactor
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Engineering].

ONJRTDGOTO1S011, 1S021, 1S012, 1S022’ JRTD is the RTD caliixation coefficient
in&x

1S011:
A = -.05855
B = .50215
C = .002467
GOTO THRU’ THRU is a transfer label.

IS021:
.

A = -.04166
B = .50433
C = .0024865#
GOTO THRU

1S012:
A=- .05759
B = .50216
C = .002467
GOTO THRU

1s022:
A = -.04287
B = .50432
C = .0024865#

THRU ‘TRANSFER TO TKIS LABEL.
RETURN ‘END OF THE INPUT RTD CALIBRATION SUBROUTINE.

t********* ***** ***** *********************************************

APPENDIX D. Computer Program Documentation

This appendix lists the general flowchart (Ill) for the simulator code AETSIMU.BAS, and also
lists (D.2) the data flow diagrams DFDs fm the actual and simulated MP temperature determination
process.

D.1 General Flowchart For the Simulator Code AETSIMU.BAS

The general flowch~ Fig. D.1-1, for the simulator code AETSIMU.BAS immediately follows.
Note that the code itself actually has one more subroutine (RTDCAL) than shown in the flowchart
Subroutine RTDCAL can be used in the fiuure if the raw RTD calibration dam i.e., dlivolt vs.
isothermal temperatum, is acquired from SRS personnel. Subroutine RTDCAL computes the RTD
millivolt value as referred to a J TC. Subroutine RTDCAL would mquinx 1) a RTD raw calhaaon
data subroutine, or 2) actual RTD millivolt output as a function of temperature, in order to function
properly.
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Figure D.I-l. General Flowchart For the Simulator Code
“AETSIMU.BAS”.
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CALCULATE THE UNCOMPEN-
SATED MONITOR PIN (MP)
SIMULATION TEMPERATURE

CALCULATE THE RTD ,COMPEN- SUBROUTINE TO
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VOLT OUTPUT. USE THE ALTER- REFERREDTO J
NATE POLYNOMIAL EQUATION TC

i
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CALCULATED MP TEMPER-
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F@re D.I-l. General Flowchart For the Simulator Code
‘tAETS~.BAS” (Continued).
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Figure D.1-l. General Flowchart For the Sirnuiatm Code
“A~S~,w.BAS” (Continued).
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D.2 Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs) For The Actual and Simulated MP
D20 Effluent Temperature Process

me da~ flOWdi~ (DFD) f~ the K-Reactor monitor pin D20 effluent temperature
deterrnmanon p~ess are shown m the following pages. Fig. D.2.1-1 is the DFD depicting the
actual K- Reacm~process by which the MP D20 effluent temperature is obtained. Fig. D.2.2- 1 is
the DFDillus~ang the processin which the MP effluent tempemtures were computer simulated.

D.2.1 Data-F1ow Diagram (DFD) For The Actual Process To
Determine The MP Effluent Temperature

The DFD for the actual process to &termine the I@ effluent tempemture immdlately follows.

E%E&F-l

Cl~!ulvml OUT-
PUT FRUITWJ
TNE#lOCOUPLE

cALlsRATla4 MILLIVOLT SCMED ANMOG
SOURCESUSEOASAOAON REFEW!KE VCLT-
TNE SAFETV CCilPUIER— AGES, FORml-
SYST~ SRATION,

I

d=’
8LOCK

N4&OG TO OIGITM
CONVERTER

Figure D.2.1-1. DFD For The Actual Process to Determine the MP Tempemm.
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I
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CONVERT F?TOMV
TO EQUIV. J TC MV

IADO THE DIGITAL
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F&me D.2.1-1. DFD For The Actual Process to Dctuminc the 34P Tcmpcratm (tinthud).
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Figure D.2.1-1. DFD ForThc Actual Pmccss to Determine the MP Tcmpcmturc (Continue@.
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D.2.2 Data mow Diagram Simulation of The MP Temperature process

The DFD for the stidation of the MP temperature process is depicted below.
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L
JTC Uncompensated

Converelon to JTC outDut fmII lvol ts
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MD Millivolts Referenced
TO EQuiv. JTC

1
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J Thefmocowle EOS IIr SlmluateaJTC fiP

Temoeratwea

I

Figure D.22-1 DFD For the Simulation of the MP Temperature Process.
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